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Easy! Fast! Intuitive!

3 SIMPLE STEPS 

Please read this document carefully before using ExhibitView 7.9. This document introduces 
one to the rich features embedded in ExhibitView software. It also acts as a basic reference for 
someone to get started working in ExhibitView.

PDF friendly, �exible presentation software 
that we can help you or your staff to learn 
in just 30 minutes or less, GUARANTEED!



What’s New in ExhibitView?

The fresh new ExhibitView was built for Windows 10. ExhibitView is now 
even more powerful, faster, and feature rich.

ExhibitView makes learning fun and easy. Anyone can learn to use the 
world’s best trial presentation software quickly.

The WebViewer now allows you to take snapshots of live Facebook 
pages and save them in the web pages tab.

We have designed ExhibitView to give a Better User Experience 
through a series of small but user-centric enhancements that give 
more control and �exibility. ExhibitView now has even better improved 
Document Rendering SPEED and QUALITY. Your scanned documents 
now look richer with new PDF rendering core and it is even more 
responsive than before.

The usability of ExhibitView has been improved through a series of 
small but thought about improvements like…

•   Undo/Redo for markups

•   More live annotation tools

•   Many new keyboard shortcuts

•   Sort items in preferences, change views

•   More new shortcuts for quick operations

•   More supported �le formats

•   Better and more identi�able icons

•   “Snap” saves the presentation screen as an image

•   Print ALL selected thumbnails

•   Link Exhibits to create a simple slide show presentation

•   Improved PERFORMANCE is what makes ExhibitView FASTER, MEMORY EFFICIENT & STABLE
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ABC Overview of ExhibitView

How will you manage all your exhibits? ExhibitView will let you manage 
your documents, images, audio/video, and web content. Get started by 
creating a new case and importing documents, images, audio, and 
video. Display them in any of 3 logical display zones: Center, Left, and 
Right. ExhibitView offers innovative technologies to make your job 
easier. Popular controls such as Fit Width/Stretch and Callout Zoom 
and the enhanced ability to mark-up and annotate exhibits uniquely 
with our folder/structure allows easier case organization. 
 
Create a case and import some exhibits. After import, click or drag, 
drop and present to your audience. Use the keyboard shortcuts to 
quickly move through exhibits. Display in any of 3 logical display zones 
(includes full screen or side by side). 
 
Powerful technology and constant upgrades make ExhibitView™ the 
newest, most creative, refreshing, and easy to use presentation 
software available. You are a successful attorney living in a technology 
driven world and we are here to help. Take control, save valuable time, 
and be more creative using ExhibitView™.

ExhibitView installation requires administrative rights: ExhibitView 
writes to the Windows System Registry for its versatile set of 
operations. Once installed and licensed, any regular user can run 
ExhibitView. We do not require Administrative rights to simply run the 
application. For a complete step by step instruction, please see our  
ExhibitView Products Installation Guide

INSTALLATION INFORMATION
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Screen Settings

You may need to make a few small changes to your basic computer 
setting to properly run ExhibitView. Windows Font Size Limitation: 
ExhibitView supports only normal font size in Windows setting, which is 
equivalent to 96 DPI or (100%). You must set your fonts to 100% to use 
ExhibitView. If your icons are too small at 100%, the way to correct this 
is to lower the screen display resolution. Do not worry, even when you 
lower the screen resolution a little, it will still look great. When you 
lower resolution, everything onscreen gets a little bigger. Just FYI!

Download
Download our special display settings guide for a more
thorough explanation on the subject and using tablets and 
other high dpi laptops. High DPI Settings Guide
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Contact us today for more information or to set up a job.

Live & Online Coaching/Training 

ExhibitView offers basic online coaching 
(up to 60 minutes) at no cost with
pre-requisites. Contact support for more 
information. support@exhibitview.net 
and/or call or text to (404) 247-3596. 

NO COST
UPTO 60 MINUTES

If you are going to give a presentation soon and need some help editing depositions or creating a 
new case, organizing, and preparing exhibits? Please feel free to contact us for more information. 
We can use Dropbox to make delivery of �les and transcripts a breeze.  

ExhibitView offers services for Trial preparation throughout the United States. We have a network 
of seasoned professionals with years of experience in everything from car accidents to high 
pro�le tort cases. If your next matter is too large to handle yourself; get an expert for Trial
Presentation on your behalf. The ExhibitView teams including Bill Roach have many references 
available on request.

404-247-3596

Call or text

support@exhibitview.net

Email
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Creating and Saving Case(s)/Projects

Creating and saving and moving case(s)/projects is straightforward in 
ExhibitView. I use the terms “case” and “project” interchangeably. When 
you create a project, a case project, our product creates a folder with 
the case/project name you designate. Knowing where you saved the 
case/project folder is important. Why? Because once you know where 
your case/project folder is, you can move the entire case/project to any 
other computer running ExhibitView. There are a few ways to move a 
case. You can open and immediately perform a SAVE-AS from one
computer and save the entire case/project to another computer on a 
network, to a portable hard drive, or to Dropbox and this will make 
moving projects simple. Additionally, you can copy the case/project 
folder to a USB drive and copy to any other computer or laptop. 

ALL the work you do, ALL the exhibits you add, ALL the markups and 
issues folders, witness folders; everything will be saved into the 
case/project folder. So, all you need is to remember where you saved 
your case folder. (FYI, Synchronized Video Depositions must be
maintained separately because of their size. If you have Synch
Depositions, you must also move them to the new system)

When you launch ExhibitView, each time,
you will encounter the screen below.
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BMPJPEG

PNGGIF

PDF IMAGES - We suggest to scan images into a JPEG format & NOT a PDF.  

Save-as PDF using the correct
save icon in WebViewer.WMA (Windows Media Audio)

Microsoft Word
(auto converted 
to PDF)

WORD

MPEG1 
& 

MPEG4

Text (aka ASCII)
(auto converted to PDF)

TEXT

HIGH-DEFINITION VIDEO

DOCUMENTS

IMAGES

PDF
(single/

multi-page)

VOB
(You get these when
you copy a DVD to
your computer)

MV1 (QuickTime variant)

DVT (Digital Video Transcript) MDB (Microsoft Database file)

SYNCHRONIZED
VIDEO DEPOSITIONS

Save-as Screenshot
using the correct save 
icon in WebViewer.

AVI MP3 WAV

WMV
(Windows

Media Video)

WEB
PAGES

File Formats Supported

ExhibitView is a multi-media software application to organize and 
present multiple types of media. Supporting many types of media 
(anything electronic) is what our product is made for.

The formats we support are as follows:

It is important to realize that if you “hover” your mouse over most of the icons in
ExhibitView, you will learn what they do. Look at the descriptions for the icons at the
top of the exhibit library.
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Main Interface, The ExhibitView Desktop

Below is a screenshot of the ExhibitView main user interface. The key 
areas to recognize are: 

Along the bottom of the presentation area, locate the three tabs along the bottom:

Exhibit Library Presentation AreaToolbars

A B C

A Presentation area: default, this is where
viewing of exhibits happens

B Web Viewer: this is where you can browse and
save web content

C Video Transcripts: this is where you load, and
review/edit/clip synchronized video deposition
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The Exhibit Library

1. Green + arrow is for adding exhibits

2. Folder with + is to create new folder

3. Circle arrows for refresh library

4. Tabs for folders: Exhibits, Hot Docs, 

Web & others

5. Image thumbnails of exhibits

6. Filters & Search below

7. Click on �lter to see only docs, 

images, etc. 

8. Go To Page, click and enter page # + 

Enter

9. Locate Exhibit, click and type name 

to locate
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PREVIEW/EDIT/LINK

Send To Presentation allows the quick placement of this exhibit into 

1 of the 3 presentation area zones. Left, Right or Center

Alias allows you to change the name of the exhibit. Only changes the 

name in the folder you made the change.

Rotate Page (L or R) this is a page-by-page rotate option with page 

forward/backward control
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Send To Presentation lets you quickly put 

the exhibit into the left/right/center screen

Copy lets you copy the exhibit

Paste lets you paste the exhibit

Copy to folder allows moving a copy into 

any folder you create

Preview/Edit/Link does multiple things. 

See image below. 

Mail opens your default mail program to send an exhibit. 

Print & Delete shall be not needing explanation, LOL!

The Exhibit library also offers valuable tools & functions when you 

right click on any thumbnail. See below:

Link To Exhibit is explained in a coming 

chapter

Admitted allows a check mark and can be 

seen when printing a case index

Notes are for making any kind of notes on 

the exhibit and notes will be printed when 

creating case exhibit summary reports

Save & Exit and Cancel & Exit



Folders

Folders are great for creating sub-sets of exhibits. You can put Docs, 
Images, Videos, Audio, Web Pages into any folder. You can create as 
many folders as you need. 
Exhibits in folders can be marked up and remain unique to that folder. 
Your creation of folders with sub-sets of exhibits and independent 
marking is endless.

Note. If an asset/exhibit is copied to multiple folders it will appear
multiple times in the search pane as a result differentiated by
appending the {folder name} as a su�x so that any user can display
any asset, from any speci�c folder and quickly display that version of 
your exhibit and quickly! 

Tip

Folders are found by clicking this 
little arrow. Put a check by the 
folder you wish to see. There is 
limited room for tabs so keep this 
in mind.
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Delete Folder: Right click on the
folder name to delete the folder



The Presentation Area

The presentation area is either a full screen or split screen depending 
how you want to show items. For many users showing lots of
documents, a single click on any thumbnail will move that item into the 
center of the presentation area. If you need or desire to show 2
different items side by side, click, hold, and drag the item to the left or 
right screen. You will note the presentation area shows a white shadow 
indicating where you will be placing the item. 
See below showing an image in full screen and next side-by-side.
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The next image shows how the presentation will look to a jury. Only 
the screen on the right is seen by the jury/audience and your laptop 
screen, left, is kept private. Use F12 to turn on/off the jury/audience 
output.  Important...Your laptop/projector needs to be set using
Windows extended desktop mode to achieve the private
juror/audience screen scenario below.

Next, we will look at your available markup & other tools for bringing
attention to and preparing and presenting your exhibits with impact.

The Tools in the Toolbar

The tools inside the toolbar, along the top are for different purposes 
and grouped accordingly. The Common section offers select, callout, 
and �t width. The Annotate section offers tools for marking on
exhibits in the presentation area. Undo/Redo is standard fare. Pane 
Styles allow you to make the left or right pane larger/smaller. Screen 
is for clearing the screen and recall screen and snap so you can save 
an image of anything in your presentation are and make use of it later. 
Let’s review the toolset, from left to right, each item.



COMMON
Select – Use this to release a marking tool or select another item to 
present. 
Callout – Use this to select a portion of an item to call-out. Always click 
and drag from left to right and down for the best results. Practice this 
technique. 
Fit Width – Similar to “�t-width” in Acrobat. Click here to fully enlarge a 
document and make use of the entire left-right of our presentation 
area. To then view the area below, just scroll your mouse or grab the 
window bar to the right and move the exhibit up/down. 

ANNOTATE
Highlight – Highlight any portion of an exhibit using multiple colors. 
Apply the same way you would select a callout. Left to right and down. 
Text – Create small text boxes. Use a border and background color to 
make the text box standout. Like a sticky note. 
Pen – Draw straight or freehand using the lines/pen tool. 
Colors - Choose a color for pen tools, highlight pens, and more. 
Shapes – Use a circle, square, or arrows to point your jury/audience in 
the right direction on a picture or document or a live video. 
Erase – Use the eraser to click on, swipe over, and remove any markup. 
Use the CTRL+click on exhibit to erase to remove all markups on the 
page and hold CTRL+alt+click to erase all markups on the document,
all pages.

Wide Left & Wide Right – This control is for side-by-side items and will 
make either the left or right screen slightly larger than the other. The 
control toggles the same to revert to normal side by side viewing.
Equal - Make both left and right panes equal size 

UNDO/REDO 
Use this control to undo or redo a markup.

Starting with the icons far left, grouping is as follows
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SCREEN
Clear/Recall – This control clears away any item in the presentation 
area. It is a toggle control so once you clear away all items, you can 
click this icon again and its name changes to “recall” and will revert
the presentation screen to whatever was last being shown. Use DEL & 
CTRL+R as shortcuts. See key shortcuts at the end of this guide. 
Snap – Takes a snapshot of anything in the presentation area and 
moves it into the images folder. Great to create quick demonstrative 
exhibits and use them in slides or slideshows for opening or closing 
statements or mediation.

PROJECTOR
On/Off – This is the control to turn on/off the extended output. Another 
way to say this is “publish or do not publish” items in the presentation 
main area to the jury/audience. 
Hide - This button will minimize the extended screen. A useful feature 
while working on a case in o�ce and the user has 2 screens. By
lowering the extended/projector screen, a user can have access to 
email or any other applications and/or folders.

PRINT  
This will print items in the presentation area or will allow printing 
indexes of everything in any folder. Add barcode and thumbnail to
case index print.
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Exhibit Linking (Scroll through exhibits like a slideshow)

ExhibitView has a unique feature called “Linking”. The easiest way to 
explain this is to compare the exhibit linking feature to creating a
slideshow.
Instead of starting with a blank palette, you can start with any exhibit 
and link it to another exhibit. This guide will cover how to set up links, 
print link¬ reports for your roadmap, and �nally, how to advance and 
retreat using the linked exhibits.
There are a few rules you need to keep in mind when creating, editing, 
and using the ExhibitView linking strategy.

1. You should link items in the same folder. While it is possible to 
link to exhibits in different folders, if you attempt to do this and 
then share your case project with another user, the save-as
feature in ExhibitView will not retain links that jump folders.
2. You cannot link to a page within a multi-page PDF document.
You can only link to the document itself.

Load all your exhibits into ExhibitView. You can load PDF documents, images, audio, & video.
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The next screen you will see is
the Preview screen. See below:

To begin linking, right click on any item and
choose “Preview/edit/link”. See below:



The next step is to click the “Link To Exhibit” button. The screen will 
show you all the exhibits in your case available for linking. See below:

Next, you can double-click on any exhibit in the folder you are working 
from. While you can see exhibits that you have put into sub-folders, you 
must choose an exhibit in the same folder. In this case above, we will 
choose 0003 from the: Exhibits folder, your main exhibit folder.
 
Once you choose “OK”, you will see the Preview dialogue again and you 
will see the exhibit you have linked to. You can edit this or remove the 
link at any time.
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You can now see the exhibit you are 
linked to as a URL. Click Save & Exit. 
Next, click on Exhibit 0003 and link 
that exhibit to exhibit 0004 or any 
other exhibit in the same folder.

To start using the linking, you need to
manually place the �rst exhibit into 
the presentation area, center. If you 
look in the upper right corner, you will 
see the URL for the next exhibit.

See the next page for the example.



Presenting Linked Exhibits

Looking at the presentation screen on your laptop, you will see the URL 
to the next exhibit in the upper right corner.

There are 3 ways to advance to the next exhibit:
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03
Use a programmable 

wireless presenter
(Logitech Spotlight) and 

set up the F11 key to a 
button for advancing
exhibits and program 

another button with the 
F1 key to retreat to the

previous exhibit.

02
Use the shortcut 

key F11 to advance 
to the next exhibit.

01
Use your mouse & 

click the URL in the 
upper right corner.



Printing Links Reports

Once you start creating links, it can get confusing. To remedy this,
we have added a print feature allowing you to print a links only report.
See below:

You can also print an Index of the entire case and there will be a linked 
column. This way, you can also see what exhibit is linked to what exhibit. 
Below is a sample of a links only report.
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NOTE: If you are working on a desktop and plan to export to a laptop,
please use the ExhibitView Save-as wizard.

Linked IndexCover Image

Choose Print,
choose links only:



The Video Player and Controls

(This player is not for Video Depositions. See next section for Video 
Transcripts. This section for generic audio/video clips only)

The A/V player above looks minimal but offers intelligent features. 
First, click or drag and drop an A/V clip into the presentation area. Next 
you must hit the play button. The default is pause. Spacebar will then 
stop/start playback.

The blue scrub bar can be used to move forward/backward and search 
freely anywhere in the clip. 

Create Bookmarks offers 2 options: One, a simple location bookmark 
(by timecode only, you cannot name these). Two, you can click the 
Range button and continue playing the clip until you reach the point 
you want to stop, and you will then hit Stop. You have created a
complete “segment” bookmark. 

A user case after creating range bookmarks could be as follows: Place 
the clip to the presentation area, use the select bookmark dropdown, 
choose the range, and then hit play. ExhibitView will only play between 
the time codes. 

Any bookmarks created will appear in the case index printout showing 
times/duration.

NOTE: these bookmark tools are for random video or audio clips, not
synchronized depositions.
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Video Transcripts

Video Deposition Viewer & Clip Creator/Editor

The main areas/tools are as follows:
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M A I N

T O O L S

I C O N S
Icons for adding transcripts, 
edit clips, check all, delete, 
show, print, play, play all, 
show/hide text, export video, 
move up/down, export to .ccs 
or .csv, import .cc

T R A N S C R I P T
Transcript 
Viewing Area 
with Page
Navigation 

T A B S
Tabs for Transcripts,
Bookmarks, Search, 
& Word Index

V I D E O
Video Window 
with controls



Add Synchronized Video Desposition

Click on the add transcript button (top left) and locate your DVT or MDB 
�les. You will get the following box.

Click on the three ellipses to the right of Transcript File and browse out 
to your computer/network to locate the ascii, DVT, or MDB �le. Next, 
type in the name of the deponent, adjust date taken and indicate who 
this was a witness and any optional notes about this witness. 
 
Any notes will appear under his/her name in your transcripts list.
You can edit this information at any time.
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To open any video transcript and start working with it, you will double 
click on the �le type to the left of the deponent’s name. In this case, 
we opened Oscar Carmella and so we would “double click” on the
word DVT to the left of his name. Repeat this process to open any
transcript in this case, one at a time only.

Working with text in the Transcript viewer pane is easy. Most
functions will require you to locate the Q&A you wish to bookmark 
and then you can highlight, bookmark, copy, & assign an issue code 
Click and drag your mouse over the Q&A desired. Once selected, you 
can bookmark that segment.
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You will then see your transcript list.

Note: Your bookmarks must be a minimum of 2 lines of text.



Bookmarks, Video Editing & Exporting 

Video Transcripts offers video editing of “segments” or “clips” of
testimony. You can play any one or series of clips.

Understanding Bookmarks & Issues. Ok, this is key. You can create 
bookmarks that are not assigned to an issue. They have only a name 
and you can name them anything.  You can make unlimited single
bookmarks. Caution, if you want to merge your bookmarks for playback 
or export, they cannot be single, individually named. They must be 
segments of your page/line designations and all under 1 Issue name. 

The Issues Manager allows you to set up a meaningful list of issues & 
descriptions. Select Add for each issue you wish to create. Then name 
the issue, give it a description if desired, choose a color to associate 
with an issue and use the F2 through F10 keys for quick assignment of 
selected text. You can print your master list of issues. Additionally, 
import/export these lists to a CSV �le for future cases.
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After an import, you can
further re�ne it for the 
current case. Create
multiple issues lists.

Creating Issues.  Click
on the Manage  Issues 
icon along  the top toolbar.



Again, if you intend to create bookmarks and “Play All”, you will �rst 
create an issue called “Video Edits” or any name you desire. Why? To 
play back multiple segments without interruption. How? create all 
page/line designations under the issue called “Video Edits” so you can 
quickly create a complete sub-set of segments. This will allow you to 
Play All back-to-back. 

Next, you must check the start/stop time (edit) of each segment one at 
a time. Having this list of segments will allow continuous playback and 
easier editing later. This is a best practices method. Bookmark editing 
coming up in a few paragraphs.

TO CREATE A CLIP/SEGMENT, DO THIS: Select Q&A by dragging your 
mouse over text, then click bookmark on the toolbar at top or click an 
issue shortcut and this will create a bookmark with issue. Select more 
text, from any part of the transcript, and click the same issue and it 
becomes a segment under the same issue. Note the check edit box 
always opens. You can check the clips at this time or at any time later.  
You can move clips up/down and more.  Hover your mouse over the 
icons and learn what they do!
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Another method to create lots of bookmarks fast is the Multiple 
Bookmark button. This allows you to create several rows for each 
page/line to page/line by entering the page and line numbers only, no 
scrolling or scrubbing. Do this and click SAVE and all your bookmarks 
are created. You will have to check the start/stop times for all 
bookmarks/segments you create so you do not cut off words at the 
beginning or ending of the segment. 

Important distinction between a bookmark and Issue. Issues are the 
same thing as bookmarks. They are bookmarks with multiple 
egments of page/line designations or Q&A. As I have mentioned, and 
it’s a big one to communicate is when you want to edit a deposition for 
playback, use one issue. 

Now, I am repeating myself again, but… Create one issue called 
“EDITS” and all page/line designations need to be created under that 
one Issue name. Why? If you create separate and individual
bookmarks, you will not be able to either export or play those back, 
back-to-back. More on issues coming up. 

After creating bookmarks for video segments remember that you 
need to check the start and end time for each clip. When your local 
resource creates SYNCHRONIZED video discs, they should be exactly 
accurate. They will never be perfect and so we must check and edit 
the start and end time of each clip. To do this, click on the segment of 
the �rst clip you want to check and click edit icon. Not sure what 
icons these are? Hover your mouse over the icons in the lower right 
bookmarks area!

Below is our bookmark editor. Click on Start to play the �rst 5 sec-
onds. If any words are cut off or too much airtime exists, adjust your 
start time UP or DOWN as needed. You can choose a Unit of measure, 
aka seconds, 10's milliseconds, Milliseconds, etc. to get it perfect. 
Next, click on the End button to play just to the last 5 seconds and to 
the end of the clip. Adjust as needed. No save is needed, just say OK!
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You can also put check marks next to any series of segments and
choose “play all”.
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Once you have checked 
each segment to make 
sure your edits are
complete, you can  select 
any one segment
and playback. 



PRINTING VIDEO TRANSCRIPTS BOOKMARK DESIGNATIONS
REPORTS

Detailed or Simpli�ed – This radio button determines if user wants a 
detailed or simpli�ed report. Detailed reports additionally show the 
physical lines for each bookmark from the DVT �le. Simpli�ed only 
shows page/line to page/line.

Print button – Close this dialog and proceed for printing.

Cancel button – Close this dialog and cancel printing.
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You can also Print a copy of any 
exhibit, a case index, and/or link 
report. Just click the Print icon 
from the main menu, presentation 
area toolbar, to get these options:

Print Options allows
creating a beautiful
designations document 
you can share with
opposing council and
the court!



ExhibitView Keyboard Shortcuts
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SHORTCUT KEYS ACTION

CTRL+ C CTRL+C is for selecting your callout tool 

CTRL+ D CTRL+D is for selecting the Draw/Pen tool
CTRL+ E CTRL+E is for selecting the eraser tool

CTRL+ T CTRL+T is for choosing the Text annotation tool

CTRL+ W CTRL+W is for making a single document toggle to Fit-Width
Esc Esc is for choosing the select tool or choosing nothing at all
DEL DEL key is for clearing your presentation screen  

CTRL+ R CTRL+R is for recalling the last item(s) in presentation back to the
presentation screen 

CTRL+ S CTRL+S is for opening the SAVE-AS Project Wizard

F1 Go Backward << For linked exhibits 

F11 Go Forward >> For linked exhibits 
F2 WebViewer Area Tab (along Bottom) Jump To 

F12 F12 is for turning on/off your projection output to the jury 

CTRL+F12 CTRL+F12 is for hiding your presentation/projection output to the jury
Select Eraser, 
then hold 
CTRL+Click

If you have marks on a page. Choose the eraser tool, hold CTRL and click
on the page to erase all marks on that page only

Select Eraser,
then hold
CTRL+ALT+Click

If you have marks on a document. Choose the eraser tool, hold CTRL+Alt
and click on the document to erase all marks on that document

CTRL+ F1 This is a toggle control. Shows or hides the top toolbar ribbon

PgUp Advance Document by 1 page

PgDn Go Back 1 page for Document
Ctrl+Alt+L Wide Left (Toggle same to return to normal)

Ctrl+Alt+R Wide Right (Toggle same to return to normal)

CTRL+ Spacebar Snaps a picture of anything on your extended screen in HQ

CTRL+ I CTRL+I is for engaging the Save-As/Save-For iPad Wizard
CTRL+ N CTRL+N is for jumping to the home screen aka, the Cases screen
CTRL+ P Opens print dialogue 

CTRL+ H CTRL+H is for selecting your highlight tool

CTRL+ F CTRL+F is used to jump your cursor to the �nd box below the library.
Just use CTRL+F, type a document name & hit “enter” to quickly move 
that document to the center screen of presentation. 

CTRL+ G CTRL+G is used when you have a multi-page PDF in the presentation area 
and want to jump to a page. Just use CTRL+G, type a page number and hit 
“enter”. You can navigate pages without using your mouse.

CTRL+G + .page# Additional command for multipage PDF exhibits. “jump to page” by typing 
the exhibit name and then use a period and enter page number. Exhibit 
will be placed in center of presentation showing desired page entered.



PDF+ User Guide

Bates Stamping

Page Numbering

Rename & Batch Rename

Create Exhibit Stickers

Create Bar Codes

Printing

TASKS

Highlight PDF Documents

Search OCR Documents

Apply Redactions

Printing

Split & Merge PDF �les

Insert/Delete page{s}

Rotate Pages/Documents

TOOLS

ExhibitView Solutions, LLC is excited to 
present this effective and useful tool
called PDF+ for law �rms. We speci�cally 
designed PDF+ to offer the most common 
tasks used on exhibits in every law �rm 
around the world.

PDF+ means it works with more than just PDF �les. You can also use 
this application on PDF �les and Image �les.

This guide will show you how to engage the core functions, called 
“tasks” and other advanced editing of documents called “PDF Tools”.

Below we de�ne what you can do under Tasks and Tools speci�cally.



Tasks Tab

Upon opening the application, you �nd the UI below. Ribbon tabs at the 
top of the application are designed to guide the user to the appropriate 
work areas of PDF+.

Locate the folder/�les you need to apply tasks by using the Explorer on 
the far left. Any exhibits in the selected folder will be seen in the middle 
pane. Click an individual PDF/Image and it can be seen in the viewer on 
the far right.

When ready to apply a task, click on the �le in the middle pane. To 
include more than one exhibit in the middle pane, use Shift+Click to 
select all exhibits you wish to apply a task. 
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Tasks
Tasks are for batch processing many exhibits (PDF or Image 
files), including Batch Rename, Exhibit Stickers, Barcode, Split 
& Merge PDF files, and Bates Stamping.



Batch Renaming

Below you can see we have selected only 2 exhibits (selection can be 2 

or 2,000 exhibits) to show you the example of Batch Rename. Once the 

exhibits are selected, click on the Batch Rename icon and the following 

will be seen.

I have added a text rule that will be applied to all exhibits (TE) and next I 

have decided to simplify the naming convention to a 2 digit number (01, 

02). You can see the results will be renamed TE01, TE02, and the items 

will be renamed as seen in the preview area. Click Rename*

Please note in the Batch Rename dialogue you have additional

options to use for the renaming process:

- Date, Upper/Lower Case choice

- Current Filename

The “rules” options are quite �exible as you can see. When ready,

click on Rename. 

This action cannot be undone. Make sure you practice on a folder of 

old exhibits.
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Exhibit Stickers

To apply a single exhibit sticker or multiple stickers is an easy process. 
As with Batch Rename, you select one exhibit or multiple exhibits to 
apply an exhibit sticker.

When applying Exhibit Stickers, you can apply a single sticker or batch 
process and apply stickers to all exhibits selected in the middle pane.

Tip
Keep in mind you can process and copy everything to a new 
folder leaving your originals untouched
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The sticker designer is also quite �exible. See below:



Bar Code

The application of Bar Codes is basic. What data is used to create a Bar 
Code? The answer is your exhibit’s �le name. Yes, that’s it, the �le name 
of the exhibit is used to create a Bar Code.

Always rename your �les before applying the Barcode. The Bar code 
designer only allows you to choose the location for the bar code. This is 
the only option available. See below:

The example above shows we have selected 2 items to add Barcode. 
You can select multiple items to apply Barcode{s}.
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The image here is a Bar Code
that represents item �lename
1234567890



Bates Stamping

To apply bates stamps, you must apply bates numbers to “multi-page” 

PDF �les only. You cannot select multiple single page PDF �les and 

apply bates numbers. Therefore, we have included a Split & Merge PDF 

task in our application. So that a user can assemble discovery 

received or to be sent; merge the �les into 1 PDF �le of any size; apply 

the Bates Numbering, and then Split the PDF �le.

Second, many  users will then take the split PDF �les with Bates’s

numbering and Batch Rename all the �les to match the Bates

numbers. THIS is a best practice.

The image below, IMG 1, shows the Bates dialogue with setting made 

and ready to apply. The next image, IMG 2, will show the results of the 

Bates numbers being placed in the upper right corner in the color red.
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IMG 1
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PDF Tools Tab

The PDF tools tab offers additional functionality relevant to every law 

�rm. The ability to �nd/search a PDF �le that has been OCR’d. Second, 

the ability to redact certain information on a PDF. Redactions will work 

on both NON-OCR and OCR PDF �les.

IMG 2
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With Tools you can:

• Highlight PDF Documents

• Search OCR Documents

• Apply Redactions

• Printing

• Split & Merge PDF �les

• Insert/Delete page{s}

• Rotate Pages/Documents

 

PDF+ highlighting on OCR’d documents.



Redaction

Please see the image below where we have redacted the home address.

The home address is redacted in the sample above. The address is 

still searchable since it has not been permanently removed from the

document. See permanent redaction below. 

Page Rotation, Pages(s) insert/delete

This is a typical function and thus really does not need explanation. 
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After you make your redactions 

you can make them permanent and 

non-searchable. Click on True 

Redact icon and save-as. This will 

delete all meta data and renders

the document non-searchable.

PERMANENT REDACTION



PDF+™ Keyboard Shortcuts
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SHORTCUT KEYS ACTION

Esc Toggles, minimizes the top ribbon

CTRL+ P Opens Print Dialogue
CTRL+ W Toggles, make anything in viewer "�t width" zoom
CTRL+ A Select all text

CTRL+ F Opens search dialogue

CTRL+G Moves cursor to page navigation control. Next, type page # and hit enter



TranscriptPro

TranscriptPro™ is productivity software 
package that features tools to completely 
manage, review, and work with deposition 
transcripts in several useful ways. 

ORGANIZE
You can set up a case(s) & add transcripts both video and non-video as litigation progresses. 

SEARCH
You can use our advanced search functionality to �nd words/phrases & they are automatically 
saved in our search tab. You may export these results to a CSV �le & import into other case
management software. 

VIDEO EDITING
You can now easily edit video depositions to create individual clips for use in ExhibitView PC or 
iPad. You can also export a series of “clips” and/or "merge them" to create a complete edited video.

ISSUES
Easily set up issues/bookmarks & use them to identify important testimony. You can then export 
list of all your issues/bookmarks for further review. 

TEXTPAD
A new word processor called TextPad is now available to create outlines, case analysis, demand 
letters & other legal documents. With the added value of "send to TextPad" quickly copy any 
testimony, from any transcript (including identifying the deponent and date of deposition) directly 
into a document. Additional functions for creating templates, adding hyperlinks to exhibits in the 
cloud or on a disc. This is a very exciting new feature for TranscriptPro.

SYNCHRONIZE
Users can synchronize their own video depositions. Add a text �le, audio/video �les & manually 
time stamp a part or a complete deposition. 



ExhibitView Solutions, LLC is known for creating visually appealing
software with easy to learn controls. With built in tool tips, a simple
mouse hover on top of an icon will reveal the functionality of that icon. 
USER SUCCESS AND SATISFACTION IS OUR TOP PRIORITY.

With iPad's in litigation, attorneys need another tool that would allow for 
saving video clips into the proper iPad format, MP4. Multiple cases can be 
created, maintained, & managed from our easy and intuitive interface.

Like our �agship product, ExhibitView™, our intentions are to deliver useful 
tools from day one with all future enhancements and upgrades being dictated 
by you, our loyal customers. The only things we add to future releases are 
those requested by you, our Attorneys, Paralegals, IT staff, Court Reporters, 
Videographers, and other legal professionals.

This guide is meant to be a helpful tool that gets you all the information you 
need to start working with TranscriptPro™.  

Next, let us look at �le formats supported and then tour the 
TranscriptPro™ interface next…

TRAINING We offer limited free online live coaching. If you would like to 
arrange a training for just your �rm, at a time that works for you, just let us 
know. CALL OR EMAIL, 404-247-3596 OR SUPPORT@EXHIBITVIEW.NET

INSTALLATION

When you install TranscriptPro™ 
you will be asked to choose a drive 
location for all your cases. We 
suggest you set up a folder called 
"TranscriptPro™ Cases" or similar, 
& all your case data will be stored 
there. You can install
TranscriptPro™ on multiple 
sytems & share the same case 
folder location. You can always 
change these settings from the 
menu by choosing settings.

MULTIPLE USERS

Yes, you may have multiple users 
declare the same network location 
for each desktop installation. 
Users can create a new case & any 
other use may see/work on the 
same case. It is not recommended 
to do so at the same time 
however, to see updates, results, 
each user will need to log off and 
restart the TranscriptPro™
application.
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Case Manager

Welcome to the case manager. This is where we set up individual cases, 

set important dates, create and edit case notes, print, or email lists of 

your ongoing cases.

To get started, just click on Add New Case at the top left and �ll out all 

the information you have available, and you can always edit any of this 

information later.  Once you have created a case, you will see the case 

name looks underlined like a URL, this is to indicate you simply click 

once on the case name to open that case. 

As a bonus, you will see that the total case manager looks a little bit like

a spreadsheet. This allows you to arrange any of the information in the 

case manager by any of the �elds. This “auto-arrange” feature is 

throughout TranscriptPro™ so please feel to make personal preference 

adjustments. There is a "SHOW" column to the right. You will see a 

column named show, edit, and delete. Note the word Transcripts. When 

you click on the word transcripts button you will see a complete list of all 

the transcripts you have added to that case. Click on any listed transcript 

to open that transcript quickly.
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Tip
An important thing to remember is “tool tips”. What are those? 
Well, if you hover your mouse over an icon, after about a second, 
a little tip/instruction will appear advising you of the function or 
keyboard shortcut associated with that button. These kinds of 
tool tips are throughout all ExhibitView Solutions, LLC products. 
Take advantage of these visual cues.

This is the TranscriptPro "home" or "File" menu. The upper 

left corner of the application. Just click to open this menu 

for more details...

1. About - Check your version

2. Settings - Set project directory, Mark Q/A Color, show 

closed captioned text on/off

3. Skins - Choose screen color and layout

4. Get Support - Web URL shortcut to �nd all our contact 

information

5. Online Training - Click this web URL shortcut to �nd out 

more details

6. Synch & Other Services - See website for more 

information 

7. User Guide - Open web based online user guides with full 

search capability

8. License Management - Deactivate or activate a license

9. Exit - Closes the application
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THE ABOUT SCREEN WILL TELL 

YOU THE CURRENT VERSION YOU 

ARE RUNNING.



Creating & Managing Cases

When you �rst open TranscriptPro™ you will see the case manager, as 

we just outlined. Your �rst step is establishing a new case and then 

start adding the transcripts. Click Add New Case.

Don’t worry, you can edit this information later.Click on Create Case. 

Next, you will be able to add transcripts.
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Here, you can click on edit to edit the case data, edit important dates, add 

a mediation date, update discovery, and add/edit notes pertaining to the 

case. Click on the Transcripts button, in the Show column to quickly see 

how many and what individuals’ depositions have been taken. You can 

email the case manager or print a copy!

The Create new case dialogue will 

open. Here, type in the name of your 

case (Limited to 25 characters & DO 

NOT USE SPECIAL CHARACTERS),

additional pertinent information,

and select Create. 

The case manager can be re-accessed 

by clicking the cases tab.



File Formats

TranscriptPro™ supports certain �le formats. Understanding this and 

how to acquire them from your court reporter/videographer is

important. Transcripts added in the .txt format offer the most

�exibility. When you request a .txt �le, request the same in Summation 

format with page breaks to ensure you are 100% compatible. Some 

agencies will deliver ETRAN format. You cannot directly add ETRAN to 

TranscriptPro™ but you can open the ETRAN and go to the �le menu, 

perform SAVE-AS and select ASCII. Save this ASCII to a known location 

on your computer and then ADD to TranscriptPro™. 

We recommend a page image and/or Summation ASCII and ask that 

page and line numbers be turned on in the �le. Page breaks should also 

be shown. If you use ETRAN, see below how to save from ETRAN for

use in TranscriptPro™

When you are done exporting & converting this ascii �le, know where 

you saved it & THIS .TXT, can be successfully added to TranscriptPro™ 

*Remember, you can ask the reporter who took the deposition to 

provide you an ascii in Summation format with page breaks.
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Open your transcript in ETRAN & then click 

�le, save-as, ascii... and the next dialogue 

will appear. In this next dialogue, choose a 

location to save your transcript �le and 

choose a transcript style, see below, and 

choose Summation with page breaks.



You may add a PDF searchable transcript with limited functionality. 

With PDF transcripts you can:

Synchronized video depositions typically come in two major industry 

brands/formats:
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Add, Review,

Navigate by page

Create bookmarks,

print bookmarks list

Print

transcript

Copy and

paste text

Search for words

or phrases

YesLaw® Discs,

otherwise known as 

MDB �les

DepoView® Discs, 

otherwise known as

DVT �les



TRANSCRIPTPRO MANUAL SYNCH DIGITAL VIDEO DEPOSITION SYNCH. 

Our Synchronized videos are created & maintained as .dp �le format. For 

convenience, we also include DVT & MDB �le for maximum compatibility. 

If you use TranscriptPro to create a Synch Video, you will need to

manually add this to any case via the Transcripts tab "Add Transcript".

Synchronized video depositions can be sent via DVD or CD-ROM and 

should be copied from the discs to your computer. You should manage 

the location of these well. Copy the entire contents of the Synch Disc 

and save them all, in individual folders, inside one MASTER deposition 

folder whereby you know the location. You may save this MASTER folder 

to your network server but keep in mind this could result in degradation 

of video performance, stalling, or stuttering of the video coming across 

the network to the computer. 

Please test this option because keeping video on the server allows 

everyone access, and this a good thing.  

TranscriptPro™ will not copy these media/import/exhibit folders. We link 

to them only. As such, if you break the link to any DVT, you can 

re-establish it. Please keep this in mind.
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Interface

Along the very top you will see 5 Tabs. Cases, Transcripts, TextPad, 

Synchronize, & Web Browser. We will cover all of these in detail later. 

Let's begin with the Transcripts Tab, our main work area. Below is the 

main UI, Transcripts Tab for TranscriptPro™. The main areas/tools are 

as follows:

1. Transcript Viewing Area with Page Navigation

2. Video Window with controls (if Synchronized) 

3. Tabs for Transcript Selection, Exhibits, Bookmarks/Issues, Search 

Results, & Word Index
TOP TOOL BAR CONTROLS ARE:

• Adding transcripts

• Search functions: Local & Global

• Bookmarking & Exhibit linking controls

• Copy text & printing functions

• Markups, color picker and show/hide annotations

• Issues area for creating and managing issues

• Hide Preview (Video Window, collapse/expand to make 

issues/bookmarks area larger
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NOTE: 

Hover your mouse 

over all our icons to 

understand their 

functions even 

quicker



Toolbars

Transcripts:  Click ADD a new transcript as ASCII, PDF or SYNCH. Enter 

all available information. Don't worry, you can edit this information later. 

*Drag & Drop to Add Transcript(s)

Select a large number of .ASCII or .TXT �les and simply drag them to the 

white area to add to your case. You can easily click on any transcript and 

edit the details, at any time.
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You can also see the help text 

in your transcripts area saying, 

"Drag & Drop �les to add" and 

you can do this too.



Search

Words or Phrases AND you have the option to click “Search” to search 

the open transcript, click a green arrow to move UP or DOWN in the 

open transcript. 

Results from our advanced search can be found in the search tab.

Results are returned and will look like a typical tree hierarchy.
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Click “Global Search” to run 

our advanced search 

algorithm (see below) on ALL 

your transcripts in the case.

Results are returned by

transcript in the Search 

results tab. 

Just click to expand any search 

"term", deponent who delivered

a hit and �nally, double click any 

line to have TranscriptPro™ 

jump to that page/line and the 

desired deponent. Click red "X"

to delete result.



Text Selection
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Allow user to select text and Export as a solo 

video clip. Print allows a reprint of the open 

transcript to a printer on your network with 

the following options:

Show Bookmark Names Print a Clean Copy

Show Markups Print to PDF Email a copy

Highlight: Users can simply highlight text without creating a 

bookmark. You can also choose a color. Again, this will highlight 

important testimony but will not create a bookmark. You can always 

go back later & create issues/bookmarks out of selected text. 

"Show All/Hide All" is a toggle 

button & will either show you all 

your color marks on the transcript 

or hide them all color marks on

the transcript or hide them all.

Allows users to select text on the transcript and create and assign a 

bookmark name (or use a previously set up issue), open the utility to 

create multiple bookmarks via text entry, copy text to paste to outside

applications like Microsoft Word or other text 

editors, & create and set up exhibit links utility.



Issues: Issues are the same thing as bookmarks. They are bookmarks 

with multiple segments of Q&A. Click Manage Issues to create issues, 

choose colors for issues, choose a key shortcut to apply the issue quickly 

when identifying testimony. 

The Issues Manager allows you to set up a meaningful list of issues & 

descriptions. Select a color to associate with a issue and use the F2 

through F10 keys for quick assignment of selected text. You can print your 

master list of issues. Additionally import/export these lists to a CSV �le 

for future cases. After an import, you can further re�ne it for the current 

case, create multiple issues lists and import/export for different cases.
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Transcript Area: The tool area at the top of your transcript reading pane 

offers new tools to make review easier. You can zoom in/out on text. 

Also, you will �nd the transcript page navigation controls. Just click in 

the white area showing pages and you can type in any page, hit enter, 

and be taken to that page. Mark the question or answer with a bold color 

for easier review.

Note: To change your font size, you must de-select marking of the

question or answer. You may then remark questions or answers.
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WORKING WITH SYNCHRONIZED VIDEO TRANSCRIPTS 

Open a DP, DVT or MDB & you can work with this transcript in the same 

way as any other transcript. The reading pane is to your left, tools at the 

top, & bookmarks and editing tools under the video preview window.
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The video frame you see is 

the video preview window.

Hide preview will collapse the video 

preview, giving you more room to work with 

bookmarks, issues, exhibits, search results, 

etc. Click to collapse, click to expand.



1. Create a new bookmark from selected text

2. Edit a video bookmark start/stop times

3. Select all bookmarks

4. Delete a bookmark

5. Show a bookmark (you can double click to show bookmarks too or 

select one and click the Show icon.

6. Print list of bookmarks

7. Play selected bookmark

8. Play all selected bookmarks

9. Export to video selected bookmarks as individual or merged clips.

10. Move a bookmark “segment” up/down

11. Export Bookmarks in multiple formats

12. Import Bookmarks from multiple formats
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



Adding Transcripts 

It seems we will revisit this area for good reason. After you create a case 

you can start adding transcripts. Click on the add transcript button and 

locate your ascii (.txt), PDF or browse out to look for DVT or MDB �les.

You will get the following box. Click on the three ellipses to the right of 

Transcript File and browse out to your computer/network to locate the 

ascii, DVT, or MDB �le. Next, type in the name of the deponent, date 

taken, and indicate if this was a witness for plaintiff or defendant and 

optional notes about this witness.
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Notes will appear under his/her name in 

your transcripts list. You can edit this 

information at any time.

Here you will see your 

transcripts listed.

Click on add transcript to

get the next dialogue.



To open any transcript and start working with it, you will double click on 

the �le type to the left of the deponent’s name. In this case, we opened 

Curtis Turner, MD and so we would “double click” on the word ASCII to the 

left of his name. Repeat this process to open any transcript in this case. 

Working with text in the Transcript viewer pane is easy. Most functions 

will require you to locate the Q&A you wish to assign and then you can 

highlight, bookmark, copy, assign an issue code, and/or send to TextPad. 

Click and drag your mouse over the Q&A desired.

Once selected, you can use your tools or right click shortcuts to apply 

various attributes to this portion of testimony.
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NOTE:

Your bookmarks 

must be a minimum 

of 2  lines of text.

CLICK HERE

TO OPEN



Exhibits Tab in TranscriptPro

The Exhibits tab can be found next to the transcripts tab. Here, you can 

add multiple �le types and keep track of them with common "linking" 

with the transcript. This column will also tell you how many links you 

have to each exhibit. Click "show" and the exhibit will open in a new tab in 

the transcripts viewer area. See below the image we opened in the 

viewer. We can add notes about this exhibit or print a copy. Right click 

on any exhibit in the column and select edit to add notes about this 

exhibit. Print a complete list of exhibits and notes.

Choose any exhibit and click "show" & a new tab opens in the Transcript 

Viewer area to show the exhibit. You can resize, print or close the

exhibit. You can open many exhibits and bounce between them.
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**PDF SEARCHABLE EXHIBITS. 

You can add, open, search, copy and paste 

information from PDF exhibits so long as 

they have been OCR'd. Additionally, you can 

now highlight exhibits in TranscriptPro.

You will see the following information in 

the exhibit column:

Type of Exhibit: PDF, Image, Word

Notes section: Edit & update capable

Exhibit name: Edit & update capable

Notes section: Edit & update capable

Link to transcript: Right click on the 

line in transcript.



Then, choose a word and select, click on any exhibit in the library 

below, click "Create Link" and then DONE.
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Control

To Link an exhibit to a

transcript, �rst click on a 

line in the transcript, and 

next on Exhibit Links icon.



Search Functions

TranscriptPro™ offers intelligent search features. You can local search 

the open transcript quickly. You can search the questions or the answers.

The following dialogue box (below) opens and has some options. You 

could search individual depositions (dropdown to choose) or ALL case 

depositions. Just click search and let’s see the results…

In this search we found multiple instances, D Seid and Fred Toca. When 

you click the down arrow next to the name, you can see all instances in 

the transcript viewer window.
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You can also search one 

or all case transcripts and 

returned results show up 

in your Search Tab.

Search results can be deleted 

one at a time, saved and/or 

exported as CSV �le to use in 

other litigation software.

You can double click on the 

result to locate that instance 

in the reading pane.  

In this sample, I have multiple 

search requests.  
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Bookmarks, Video Editing & Exporting

TranscriptPro™ offers simple, easy video editing of “segments” or “clips” 

of testimony from Synchronized video depositions. You can export a 

series of clips as individual clips (including text �le for overlay, aka the 

.smi �le, and/or merge them into one edited video.) Let’s see how below.

You should also consider, if you have to extract/create a large number 

of video clips, you may wish to create an issue called “Video”, as I have 

in this project. Why? It makes it easier to just select Q&A, as you see 

below, and just click the issue called “Video” (or tap its shortcut key) 

because you can quickly create a whole sub-set of segments UNDER 

the issue "Video". This is a great organization tactic. Next, you must 

check the start/stop time (edit) of each segment one at a time. You will 

have the option to export as a merged �le or individual clips.

Understanding Bookmarks & Issues. Ok, this is key. You can create 

bookmark segments that are not assigned an issue. They have only a 

name and you can name them anything.

Bookmarks and issues apply to all types of Transcripts.

If you wish to export a complete search term and all deponents to a CSV 

�le, you must “right click” on the search term and choose Export to CSV.

You may also delete 

search strings &

individual results. 



REMEMBER: If you don't use an issue to create video edit segments,

you will need to create a complete series of bookmarks called "Clip 1"

and Clip 2", etc. You could still export these. However, having all your

video segments UNDERNEATH one issue simpli�es editing and allows

re-arranging the segments, deleting, adding, moving, etc.
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When your local resource creates  SYNCHRONIZED video discs, they 

should be very accurate. They will never be perfect and so we must 

check and edit the start & stop time of each clip. To do this, click on the 

segment of the �rst clip you want to check and click edit. NOTE: Check 

marks are only used to delete and/or select segments for export.

The next thing after creating bookmarks for video segments is to 

check the start and stop times. 

DO THIS: Select Q&A by dragging your mouse over text, then click 

bookmark on the toolbar at top or click an issue shortcut and this will 

create a bookmark with issue. Select more text, from any part of the 

transcript, and click the same issue and it becomes a segment under 

the same issue.
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Next page we will look at is exporting Video Clips as Mpeg 4 clips, 

with or without the closed caption text.  Mpeg4 works in any 

computer or tablet or iPad.

Below is our bookmark editor. Click on start to play the �rst 5 seconds. 

If any words are cut off or too much airtime exists, adjust your start 

time UP or DOWN as needed. You can choose seconds or 10's 

milliseconds, etc. to get it perfect. Next, click on the stop button;

make the same adjustment to play just to the last 5 seconds and to the 

end of the clip. Adjust as needed.

NO SAVE IS 

NEEDED, 

JUST SAY OK!

NOTE: 

Check marks are only 

used to delete and/or

select segments 

for export.
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This dialogue box offers only one universal output format called 

"Universal Video". Choose a path to place the �les and choose to merge 

them or save-as individual clips. Additionally, you may choose to export 

the closed caption (.smi) �le(s) for text overlay of the Q&A, known as 

“closed caption”. iPad does not support .smi �les.

Now, you can see I have 3 bookmark “segments” under Video. Put a 

check mark on segments to be exported, as individual or as merged 

and click the export icon.



Editing Video Segments

Once you have created a bookmark issue and under that issue you have 

created a series of “segments”, it is possible to delete a segment, add a 

new segment, and/or move segments up/down for export.

To delete a segment: 

Select (click) the desired segment and click the “X” to delete.

To move a segment up/down: 

Select (click) the desired segment and click on the up/down arrow and 

your segment will move up or down. No need to save, it’s automatic.
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Import/Export Bookmarks

If you would like to create bookmarks to use in certain presentation 

software, you can do this. TranscriptPro™ allows users to 

import/export bookmark data in the popular.CSV and/or .CCS format.

You can click the print icon in this Bookmarks area. You will have the 

option to print all bookmarks, a speci�c bookmark. Additionally, you 

can choose to print the bookmarks as detailed, with the transcript 

text, or simpli�ed, with only page/line to page/line. 

All transcripts, synchronized video depositions, will show you a

complete run time. Print these bookmarks lists to create a tria

exhibit of video designations.
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Just click on the 

import or export icon 

and follow the

onscreen instructions.



Transcript Viewer

The Transcript Viewer area is very �exible. You can enlarge your text, 

Mark the Question or Answer, navigate to any page along with a host of 

right click features.

• To the left we see a 46-page transcript. Note along the top your

navigation controls, advance by page or click in white area, enter a page 

number and hit enter. 

• See the Mark Question and/or Mark Answer buttons. This makes reading 

Questions or Answers easier by having them stand out.

• Zoom in/Zoom Out can make the overall text even bigger, making this 

easier to read.
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TextPad Features

TextPad is a full, rich text editor built into TranscriptPro. Why? Creating 

legal documents is easier if you can stay inside one program, instead of 

copying, pasting, and opening/closing windows. We think you'll �nd our 

TextPad has many features than your current word processor offers.

TextPad Templates. You can create custom templates for deposition 

outlines, case analysis, demand letters and more. You can create your 

own letterhead by using the Header/Footer.
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When you select text in the viewer and right click, you can see below the 

options available. You may copy and paste the text outside of 

TranscriptPro, Play the selected portion (video only), send to TextPad 

when you are working on legal documents, and Link to Exhibit that will 

open the links manager.



Below is a partial list of typical Word Processing functions you can use 

in TextPad:

•  Create new Document
•  Cut, Copy, Paste
•  Create Templates
•  Documents &
    Templates Library 
•  edit
•  delete
•  collapse
•  make �oating
•  expand
•  dock
•  Create Headers/Footers
•  Find and Replace Text
•  Strike Through
•  Underline
•  Double Underline
•  Spell Check
•  Bullet Lists
•  Print Preview
•  Change Line Spacing
•  Print/email/save as
    template/save as
•  Open RTF documents &
    save to case
•  Bookmark

•  Hyperlink - create URL
   hyperlinks to Exhibits, Web
   Page or Exhibits in the cloud
•  Add images 
•  resize 
•  wrap text
•  hyperlink
•  send behind text
•  bring to front
•  send to back
•  Rotate, Free Rotate
•  Undo/redo
•  Complete Font Selection
•  Copy and paste Transcript tex
    to a document in TextPad™
    showing deponent name,      
    page/line & date of deposition    
    (may be edited or removed)
•  Text Highlighter with color section
•  ¶ tool to see formatting in the       
   document
•  Underline, Bold, Italics, text
    justify
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Users can also email

documents, print. Users 

can create an unlimited 

set of Templates that

will stay available to every 

new case you create.



Manual Synchronize Transcripts &
Audio/Video

The manual Synch feature is simple, powerful and will save you time and 

valuable resources. Here is the UI. Synchronize is a utility that allows our 

users to create manually, a closed caption text over video product.
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Web Browser

The Web Browser feature is simple, powerful and will save you time. Type 

in a URL, when the page is �nished loading, click save. You will save a 

PDF copy of the web page as a new exhibit. You can use the default web 

page name or assign your own.



Getting Started. If you click on the Getting Started icon above, you will 

get a quick start guide to creating a manual synch transcript.
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Once you are �nished creating your synch. you can then import the same 

back into the Transcripts tab, under Transcripts and into the proper case. 

To add Synch Depositions, click on your transcripts tab, click Add

Transcript, and follow the process as outlined above. 

The screen below shows a transcript in progress being time stamped.
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MANUAL SYNCHRONIZE FEATURE ELEMENTS...

•  Manually Synchronize/Timestamp Transcripts

•  Create DVT (Digital Video & Transcript File)

•  Supports MPEG 1 & 2, VOB and MP4 video �les

-  You can copy the video �le from a DVD, explore the disc and locate

    the .VOB �les

•  Multiple Video source �les

-  You may use 1 or multiple media source �les. 

-  Be sure you load them in the correct order.

•  Supports most Audio only �les

•  Supports ASCII, Summation format proper transcripts

•  Supports hand typed transcripts, max width 56 characters

•  Supports .smi onscreen text (Closed Caption)

•  Video Preview Window

•  Stop, Start, Pause Synching

•  Use Spacebar to timestamp

•  Import previous Synchronized Videos for editing

•  FIX/EDIT incorrectly time stamped lines

•  Easy Getting Started Guide
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Product Integration

ExhibitView PC offers the TranscriptPro Transcript Tab element 
within. You can import bookmarks.

VIDEO CLIPS. If you wish to export individual video clips to use in

ExhibitView you must export them to a folder on your computer �rst 

(choose an easy location, Desktop) and then import them back into 

ExhibitView in the Audio/Visual tab. From there, you can play them at 
any time or incorporate them into a slideshow.

MANUAL SYNCH. You can also Synch all or any part of a deposition. You 

will need to save the Synch folder to a safe location on your computer, 

perform the Synchronizing functions and then just like the video clips, 

you must "add" or "import" the Synch back into the transcripts area. 

Complete Case Import. If you have been using the standalone version 

of TranscriptPro and are now ready to create a presentation, you will 

want to copy your case �le (TranscriptPro �le) into your new 

ExhibitView project folder. Be sure you "copy" the TranscriptPro case 

folder to the root of the ExhibitView project folder. Do not move your 
folder, copy only.

TRAINING. For more information on integration or product use please 

do not hesitate to contact us for help. We offer online training classes 

to help you get the most out of our products.
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404-247-3596

Call or text

support@exhibitview.net

Email



TranscriptPro™ Keyboard Shortcuts
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SHORTCUT KEYS ACTION

Esc Toggles, minimizes the top ribbon

F2-F10 May be used as bookmarking shortcuts. Set up in Issues Manager



iTrial

PDF
TIFF
DOCX
DOC
XLSX
XLS

DOCUMENTS

JPEG
GIF
PNG
BMP

IMAGES

Mp3 (audio)
Mp4 (video)

AUDIO/VIDEO

PowerPoint
Keynote

EXTRAS

You will want to be clear about what �le
formats are supported on your new iTrial™ 
iPad© application. The following �le
formats are supported and may be added to
presentations via Dropbox™, box™, Google 
Drive™, iTunes™, Cameral Roll and other 
import options we will discuss later.
Some of these limitations are imposed by Apple, Inc.,
not ITrial™ Solutions, LLC.



Add Exhibits

Dropbox, iCloud Drive, Box, & OneDrive are Cloud Based Storage

Services. Users store and move digital �les from device to another

with ease. ITrial™ can access most of these storage services to move 

assets/exhibits into our iPad app.

Example: Go to www.dropbox.com and/or any of these storage

services websites and create an account. Most offer a free account. 

2.5 GIG is the “freebie” account and big enough for you to transfer ALL 

case data for many presentations/trials. Once your storage account(s) 

is created, you can launch ITrial™ and turn on access (see IMG B)
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IMG AA

Using iTunes Shared Documents feature you can add items to an iTrial™ 

case. You must connect your iPad to your computer, select your iPad on 

the left, choose File Sharing in the left column. At the bottom, you will 

see the iTrial™ icon, click it and to the right you can "ADD" items that will 

be linked in iTunes and available to download onto your iPad. 

Here is an image (see IMG AA) and for more help visit Apple's website at: 

http://support.apple.com/kb/ht4094



Creating Cases

Welcome. To get started, you need to create a new case �le. To create 

a new case �le, tap on the New Case icon below. Next, tap on the top 

left icon to �nd your case. Tap to open your case and click on the plus 

sign to add items from various resources.

Archive Case Files. You can also Archive and Restore case �les from 

the home screen. See below: tap on Archive and save the case �le to 

any supported storage service for later Restore if needed.

To see a listing of your Cases, tap on the upper right of the home 

screen. Tap on the case folder you wish to work on. The followin

pages will discuss how to add multi-media �les.
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Note the archive case and restore icons. This will save your complete 

case data, as one zipped �le to iTunes.

You cannot edit the case data exported. 

You can export to save your work and open on another iPad.



Adding Exhibits/Assets

In the next screen, you will see an "ADD" button at the top left of the 

exhibit library. Tap on this to open your Add options. Note: ALL your 

options for adding/creating are kept here.

When you choose "Add Exhibits", you will see a listing of storage 

accounts. Tap to open your desired storage account, put a check

mark next to each item you wish to add and tap the “Open”.
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After you import, you will have the option to copy/move items

to sub folder(s).

Please see below the screen for adding items from your Camera Roll…
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If your case project has sub 
folders, you must add items to 
the main/master library first. 
Then you can click "edit" at the
top of the library on the right 
and choose items to either
copy or move into sub folders.

Tip



To show any item, tap to open library. Note the presentation screen is 

split. Here is the sequence to putting items where you want:

1. Single tap moves item to center of display

2. Single tap left presentation screen offers user a “blue indication”, 

second tap of exhibit moves item to left side presentation

3. Single tap right presentation screen offers “blue indication”, second 

tap of exhibit moves the item to right presentation screen.

(see IMGs D, E, F, G for sequence)

You must tap projector on/off button to publish to the jury/audience. 
You must tap “clear screen” to remove items from presentation area. 
If you make a “call-out” you must double tap to close it!

Tip
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IMG D,E,F,G
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Tools

Annotation tools are turned on/off by tapping the associate icons above.

Other tools include callout, rotate, highlight text, straight pen, 

freehand pen, undo & redo, and erase markup. We also have a red laser 

pointer, print icon and screen/snapshot camera icon where the user 

can take a snapshot of a marked-up item to create a new exhibit. 

ITrial™ places saved screenshot images in "Saved Exhibits" folder.

Keep in mind, once you tap a button to turn on, you might need to tap 
again to turn it off to use another function/feature of ITrial™. 
For more in-depth descriptions, see below.

Tip
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CALLOUT ZOOM

This tool allows the user to select an area of a document (typically 

documents) and callout the section, thus enlarging it. Users should 

drag to the right and down selecting the area of interest. Again, tap, 

hold and drag to the right and downward until you encompass the 

entire area of interest. A light blue overlay indicates the section of

the asset you are calling out. Double tap on the callout to close it.
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ROTATE

This tool allows the user to rotate a page of a multi-page document or 

rotate an image. 

HIGHLIGHT TOOL

This tool allows the user to highlight portions of documents. Focus the 

Jury on certain text. NOTE: Tap and hold to choose a color other than 

yellow. Once you clear the item from presentation, mark-ups & 

highlights are deleted. 

STRAIGHT PEN TOOL

This tool is great to underline or create arrows on images.

NOTE: Tap and hold to choose a line thickness & color. Once you clear

the item from presentation, mark-ups & highlights are deleted. Tap the 

camera icon if you wish to save a copy with mark-ups.
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FREEHAND PEN TOOL

This tool is great for circling items, drawing, etc.…

NOTE: Tap and hold to choose a line thickness & color. Once you clear

the item from presentation, mark-ups & highlights are deleted. Tap the 

camera icon if you wish to save a copy with mark-ups.

UNDO

This tool is the expected “GO BACK” and “UNDO” last action.

REDO

Self-explanatory

ERASER

This tool will allow you to erase a markup or just a portion thereof.
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PRINT

This will allow the user to print/reprint items in the presentation area. 

SCREENSHOT/SNAPSHOT

When you have a single item with markups, witness drawings, etc. you 

can tap this button to save a copy as an exhibit. It can be found and 

renamed in the exhibit library after saving is complete.

LASER POINTER

Tap the laser tool and touch the screen. Your jury can quickly focus their 

eyes to a speci�c visual importance. 

NOTE: Tap and hold to choose a pointer style.



Additionally, it will be saved into your Camera Roll library for your

convenience and optional ability to email these saved items.
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PROJECTOR ON/OFF

Just like our PC brand, this allows you to publish to the jurors when you 

tap this button. When projecting, the button says on.

CLEAR SCREEN

This button simply removes any items in your presentation area and 

displays NOTHING to the jury/audience.



Asset/Exhibit Library

Whatever makes it easiest for you to �nd & organize your exhibits.

The library will hide when you are presenting items, the item in

presentation or last used item will be highlighted by a light purple 

background.

You can also “sort” items by �le type by tapping on the desired type.

For example, if you want to see only documents, tap on the documents 

button. See below…
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The asset library is �exible. You can 

create new folders by adding on the 

new folder (From “Add” icon) and then 

you can move & or copy any item and 

move it into a folder. You can also 

rename items (Click “edit” icon) in the 

folders once moved. 



Presentation Screen & Navigation

1. PRESENTATION VIEW. The ITrial™ presentation screen is where 

assets/exhibits are moved to show to a jury/audience. To further 

express what I mean, see below. The screen on left is what YOU see; 

the screen on the right is what the jury sees:

2. MULTI-PAGE DOCUMENTS. User can move multi-page documents 

into the presentation area, and you have two ways to navigate.

a. Drag/Swipe up/down to move to the next page.

b. Use Navigation control to jump to �rst, last, or any page in-between.

4. OPTIONS. This is where you will �nd the control for changing the 

name of an item in ITrial™. We call this “alias” naming. Put an item in the 

presentation area, tap options, change name, &  item will be updated.
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Your View (Everything) Jury View (only an exhibit)

3. SEARCH. You can search for items 

in your library by using the search box 

at the top of your exhibit Library.

You may now search for the item

via the new given name/alias name.



MAX USE Presentation Area with Exhibit
In-Use Indicator

The exhibit library now closes automatically to allow max use of the

presentation screen. Because of the "opening/closing" library tab,

we added a new feature that will highlight in light purple the item in 

your presentation screen.

If you put a folder of exhibits together or if you’re moving through items 

one at a time, this indicator will help you remember what you were last 

showing, allowing you to tap the next item.

This item "in use" (light purple background) and will stay highlighted 

until you choose another item. Visually tap through a pre-planned list

of exhibits. Each time you tap, your library will close & upon reopening 

the library, you will see where you left off.
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Whiteboard

All projects now have a blank white board. Use only the marking tools to 

create accident scenes, intersections, or anything you can imagine. 

Your work is saved when you use the whiteboard tool, so, make as many 

as you need. Here are some samples.
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Notes

Under the same "Add" button, you can create a new note. You can make 

as many notes as you like. You can print, save as PDF, or email notes. 

You can add, edit, and copy and paste text from anywhere to a note. 

Give your note a name, then type away and format as needed.
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Printing & Options

You can print a nice index of ALL the exhibits/assets in your project. 

Just open your project, tap on the "Options" button along the bottom of 

the screen, and select your Air Share printer to print.

Here is a sample of the printout.

On the bottom left of our Main UI, notice a button called "Options". See 

below for the functions you access through Options.
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SUPPORT & CONTACT INFORMATION

Corporate Address

ExhibitView Solutions, LLC
1 West 4th Avenue, Suite 200
Rome, Georgia 30161
404-247-3596
wroach@exhibitview.net

Product Questions & Support

Bill Roach
VP, Customer Relations
E-Mail Support:
support@exhibitview.net
Phone Support: 404-247-3596

www.exhibitview.net

Website

LinkedIn User Group Forum

User Support Forum

Finis Raymond Price, III, Esq.

Forever in our thoughts...

Security Protocol
ITrial™ has implemented Apple's data encryption protocol for added safety and security
We do not suggest your data is 110% safe from theft. It's up to you to keep your iPad safe 
and secure. We have implemented this protocol to add a level of security to your curren
plan and methods of keeping sensitive data out of the hands of those who might exploit
such information. To �nd out more about what Apple's encryption offers you, our
customer, please visit these Apple website pages:

http://images.apple.com/ipad/business/docs/iOS_Security_May12.pdf

http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4175

"Our Friend"


